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By Charles Nicholl

Tantor. No binding. Condition: New. Dimensions: 7.3in. x 5.4in. x 0.6in.Acclaimed author Charles
Nicholl presents a brilliantly drawn detective story with entirely new insights into Shakespeares life.
In 1612, William Shakespeare gave evidence in a court case at Westminster; it is the only occasion on
which his actual spoken words were recorded. The case seems routinea dispute over an unpaid
marriage dowrybut it opens an unexpected window into the dramatists famously obscure life. Using
the court testimony as a springboard, acclaimed nonfiction writer Charles Nicholl examines this
fascinating period in Shakespeares life. With evidence from a wide variety of sources, Nicholl creates
a compelling, detailed account of the circumstances in which Shakespeare lived and worked during
the time in which he wrote such plays as Othello, Measure for Measure, and King Lear. The case also
throws new light on the puzzling story of Shakespeares collaboration with the hack author and
violent brothel owner George Wilkins. In The Lodger Shakespeare we see the playwright in the daily
context of a street in Jacobean London: one Mr. Shakespeare, lodging in the room upstairs. Nicholl
is one of the great historical detectives of our time and in this atmospheric and exciting book he...
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Good e-book and helpful one. It can be writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. I realized this ebook from my i and dad recommended this book to
find out.
-- O z ella  B a tz-- O z ella  B a tz

Thorough information! Its this kind of good read. Yes, it is perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Loya l Gr a dy-- Loya l Gr a dy
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